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Extraordinary health care workers from around the country have shown that they are 
willing to go where they are needed to help communities prepare for and respond to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. In order to increase mobility of those healthcare workers, many 
licensing requirements for medical professionals have been waived. 

While the trust and reliability of our healthcare system depends on being able to know 
that a doctor, nurse, or other healthcare professional is properly licensed, credential 
verification is rarely immediate. With Merit, it is.

1. Sign Up Your State

Fill out a short form at merits.com/readynow,  

and a dedicated Account Manager will help  

your state’s licensure office through the  

implementation process. 

2. Set Up and Send Merits 

Your Account Manager will help get your  

digital licenses set up, uploaded, and sent. 

3. Inform Your Constituents

If you’d like, we can help customize a wide range  

of communications to help you share your message 

with the proper audiences. 

4. Continuous Support 

Once the digital licenses are sent, you can trust  

the Merit Customer Support team to address  

any questions and concerns from you or your  

constituents.

Merit ReadyNow
Issue And Verify Digital Medical Credentials  
Within Days, At No Cost
In order to help states efficiently deploy healthcare professionals, Merit  
is offering a platform to quickly issue and verify digital medical credentials  
for any state agency, hospital, or volunteer organization. This program  
is being offered at no cost to states, medical professionals, or anyone  
that needs to verify credentials. 

LEARN MORE AT MERITS.COM/ READYNOW

Here’s How To Make Immediate Medical License  
Reciprocity Work For All States

https://www.merits.com/readynow
http://merits.com/readynow
https://www.merits.com/readynow


About Merit

Merit is the verified identity ecosystem for government, businesses, and workers that lets everyone  
operate with the efficiency, trust, and transparency that comes with having universal mobility. By letting  
everyone access, track, and organize their licenses and credentials in real time, Merit is bringing person-
al and professional skills verification into the digital age. Over 1,000 organizations across the public and 
private sectors dedicated to emergency response, professional licensing, occupational regulation, and 
workforce development already rely on Merit.

Digital Credentials Make  
Immediate Reciprocity Work 
With digital credentials in Merit, medical professionals can quickly and  
easily move across state lines and be verified to provide care in person  
or via telehealth – including doctors, nurses, EMTs, other healthcare  
professionals, and Military and National Guard medical personnel.
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Merit is Empowering Medical Professionals to Get to Work Faster

Begin verifying licenses and credentials now with Merit’s secure platform  
at merits.com/readynow!
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